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WHAT IS JALTEST?
Jaltest is a multibrand and multisystem diagnostics equipment developed to perform
the most advanced vehicle diagnostics and maintenance tasks in an easy and
intuitive way.
Jaltest is not limited to reading fault codes on vehicle systems, it also features
bi-directional controls and guided troubleshooting, through the following modules:
1. GRP (Garage Resource Planning). Workshop and Customer/Vehicle Records
Management
2. Jaltest Iparts. Parts cross-referencing platform.
3. ETM (Electronic Test Module). Direct diagnosis on EBS modules, measurements on
wheel speed sensors and brake pads wearing sensors.
4. Vehicle Technical Information.
5. Vehicle Service Data.
6. Repair times.
7. Wiring diagrams and fuses and relays boxes.
8. Technical Releases.
9. Troubleshooting Guides by fault codes.
10. Troubleshooting Guides by symptoms.
Moreover, the Jaltest project is not only specialized in diagnosis but also in
Services such as:
1. Technical Assistance.
2. Training & e-Learning.
3. Specialized Customer Service.

INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTICS: OPTIMIZED WORKSHOPS
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WHO IS IT FOR?
JALTEST IS AIMED TOWARDS ALL DIAGNOSIS PROFESSIONALS THAT ARE
SPECIALIZED IN COMMERCIAL AND OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLES.

TRUCK

BUS

TRAILER

LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
& PICKUP

AGRICULTURAL VEHICLE

OFF-HIGHWAY

VESSELS

MANUFACTURERS

CHOOSE THE DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT
OFFERING THE MOST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
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DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS

Jaltest is the most powerful device in the market regarding the possibilities it offers, both in the field of advanced diagnostics, as well
as in every function which provides added value to the maintenance of vehicles: technical information, troubleshooting guides, parts
information, PASS-THRU compatibility, GRP or garage management, direct diagnosis on electronic modules...

2. DIAGNOSIS
Connect the Jaltest Link and analyse the systems of the vehicle to locate the
failures quickly.

…AND ALL THIS IN JUST ONE TOOL.

• Error code reading and clearing.
- It locates and describes the failure in detail.
- Information about the components, that may be affected by the failure, is
displayed.

AS SOON AS THE VEHICLE ARRIVES AT THE WORKSHOP, JALTEST STARTS TO WORK.

• Perform the necessary repair operations.
- The Troubleshooting guide describes, step-by-step, the possible causes of
the failure.
- The technical data and wiring diagrams allow a quick and easy repair.
- Spare parts information offers a list including the part reference and the
manufacturer or distributor that commerzialices them.
- Jaltest Diagnosis functions such as: activations, measurements and
calibrations, will easily guide you through the repair process.

1. VEHICLE RECEPTION
The vehicle enters in the workshop
(Health-check).
Using the number plate, all
maintenance or repair records of
the vehicle can be accessed.

• Check the vehicle, verify the proper operation of the systems with Jaltest
and clear errors from the memory.

3. CONCLUSION
Jaltest allows to create reports,
detailing every action that was
accomplished during the repair, as
well as the time and other relevant
data.

THIS IS JALTEST, THE BEST DIAGNOSIS SOLUTION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO KEEP
VEHICLES ON THE ROAD.
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DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS

DIAGNOSTIC ERRORS

2. Freeze-frame data

6. System wiring diagram

Jaltest offers the necessary information
to repair vehicle breakdowns in an easy
and effective way.
5. Component location

4. Component information

1. Errors list
3. Error help and components involved

9. Troubleshooting technical releases

8. Troubleshooting details

7. Step-by-step Troubleshooting guides

BESIDES THE INFORMATION REGISTERED IN THE CONTROL
UNIT, JALTEST PROVIDES A GREAT AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION.

MORE THAN DIAGNOSIS...
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OUTSTANDING FUNCTIONS
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OUTSTANDING FUNCTIONS

FLEET CUSTOMIZATION

DIRECT ACCESS TO SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

This function will allow customizing your fleet. Create new
brands specific to your market by selecting the systems
included in the vehicle. Add conn ectors, location, images
and comments.

Special functions considered relevant are highlighted in a direct access
selection button. Optimizing Repair times is essential for the workshops.
This is one of the tool’s main goals.

DIAGNOSIS BY NUMBER PLATE

SYSTEM DISPLAY

Once the customers and vehicles portfolio has been created, the
access to systems list and information about the model is fast and
easy; you only need to enter the number plate of the vehicle. As
an additional advantage, besides helping avoid taking the same
selection steps, is that the diagnosis report is associated to the
customer and the vehicle directly.

A real time system measurements group is displayed on this
system diagram, providing an overall view for the user. This way it
is possible to quickly assess the proper operation of the system.

MAIN SYSTEMS AUTODETECTION

VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS / GRAPHS

This function allows the user to auto-detect the available
systems in the selected model. During the Auto-detection,
error reading of every available system takes place including
their identification data. Later, every error found can be
cleaned. Furthermore, a report with the obtained results can be
displayed and saved.

Jaltest offers the user the possibility to select the preferred
display type when showing the reading of inputs received by the
control units, and therefore being able to monitor the system. It is
possible to select between standard reading, graphics or virtual
instrument. With this last format, the recommended ranges for
each measurement can be displayed.
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OUTSTANDING FUNCTIONS
INTERACTIVE WIRING
DIAGRAMS
While navigating over the wiring diagrams,
the components are outlined and the
technical information including relevant
documents, technical data, comments,
location can be directly accessed.

FUEL SYSTEM OPERATING DIAGRAM
The fuel system operating diagram is used by the mechanics to better understand how
different fuel systems work, in the most important Heavy and Medium Duty brands.
Together with the wiring diagrams, the
Jaltest Software provides the pneumatic,
fuel and schematic lines with their
corresponding technical values, images,
locations and much more to speed up the
technician’s work.

ADDITIONAL MODULES
(Garage Resource Planning)
GRP is the workshop management program that allows the user to
organize and manage the activity of the workshop, the customers
and vehicles management, and the management of all reports
generated by Jaltest, as well as many more functionalities that will
increase the productivity of your workshop:
GRP SYNCHRO: It allows the sharing of information between
multiple PCs where the same Jaltest Link has been configured.
GRP NETWORK: It allows the sharing of diagnosis and maintenance
reports between multiple workshops that belong to a workshop
network.

TECHNICAL DATA AND PROCEDURES
The experience of Cojali’s Technical Assistance team has allowed the classification of the
most relevant technical data of the vehicle. This data, used frequently by the mechanics,
has been grouped allowing a quick access. Moreover, the adjustment, assembling and
disassembling procedures, necessary for the repair and maintenance of the vehicle, have
been related.

GRP ENTERPRISE: Its function is to share and synchronize all the
information between PCs that belong to the same company.
CUSTOMER BASE: Its function is the management of customers for
a workshop or a workshop network.
WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT: It allows the user to generate tasks
and work orders for the workshop’s workers in order to generate
reports and calculate the dedicated time.
REPORTS: It carries out the management and consultation of all
reports generated by Jaltest: diagnosis reports, maintenance reports
or reports about the ETM module.

REPAIR TIMES
In order to help improving the workshop
time management and productivity, a time
estimation function has been created.
With this tool, the necessary data to
calculate the efficiency of each operation
are obtained.

RECEPTION MODULE: It manages the official forms that need to
be filled out and signed by the workshop and the customer in order
to certify the reception and pick-up of the vehicle.
HUMAN RESOURCES: Intended for the management of the
workshop personnel. The control of checking ins, assignation of
holidays and the control of the work calendar will be managed
through this menu.
JALTEST TELEMATICS: Tool that allows the connection between
the fleet and the workshop. It allows the user to receive notifications
and alarms sent by the fleet manager.
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ADDITIONAL MODULES
Detailed technical information including images, pictograms, graphics, diagrams and
pictures for every vehicle to be diagnosed. This information will help to identify the error,
the part, the location… In this complete module we can find:

· System technical data.
Technical data and components of the selected system.
· Diagrams.
Electrical, functioning diagrams, fuses and relays boxes diagrams… They allow the
user to locate the components affected by the error and to obtain information and
technical data about them.

ADDITIONAL MODULES
· Maintenance data of the vehicle.
Information about the different actions
that can be carried out during the vehicle
maintenance process.
· Repair guide (Troubleshooting).
It is a help document that guides the Jaltest
device user step-by-step, depending on
the symptomatology of the vehicle. This
guide can be found in different areas of the
program, in diagnosis errors, procedures,
and other functionalities of Jaltest Info.

· According to the symptomatology present in
the vehicle, the possible causes of the failure
are described and the repairing steps to be
followed are listed logically. Moreover, at each
step, the necessary technical information
is provided, wiring diagrams, location of
components, aspects to be considered…
· Technical releases.
Important notes related to an specific
system or to manual procedures, such as
calibrations, parameter settings…

· Repair times.
Information about the time necessary
to carry out the operations needed to
repair the vehicle.
· Manual diagnosis.
Descriptions and help related to
error codes obtained during manual
diagnosis.

· Vehicle technical data.
General information about engine types and present systems. Through this
menu it is also possible to access data and procedures, for example, tasks for
the assembly and disassembly of components during the vehicle maintenance
procedures.

Jaltest Info is the benchmark technical
information database for commercial
vehicles in the market.
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ADDITIONAL MODULES

ADDITIONAL MODULES

There are electronic modules that can be diagnosed directly in the different systems of
the vehicle. For this reason, Jaltest has created the ETM tool (Electronic Test Module) with
which the following elements can be diagnosed:
Through the vehicle diagnosis and repair
process we identify the part to be replaced.

· Simple brake modulators.
· Dual brake modulators.
· Trailer control module.
· ABS/EBS inductive wheel speed sensors.
· Brake pads wearing sensors.

Using Jaltest iparts, we may choose among
different equivalent options for the same
part. This way, the workshop has direct
access to a wide data base of spare parts
and suppliers.

ETM. It is able to check components independently, communicating with them as if they
were a control unit and verifying whether these elements are really damaged or if the
problem lies within associated elements such as cables, control unit, etc.
Not having these tools to face failures in the aforementioned components can lead to
having to replace them without them being faulty. This involves unnecessary costs during
the repair procedure, because of the material as well as the work hours.

PASS-THRU
The protocol functionality “Pass-Thru” (SAE
J2534) allows the user to use the Jaltest
Link communication interface with the
manufacturer software in order to perform
tasks like updating of units, calibrations, or
other specific tasks.
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JALTEST KITS

JALTEST KITS
THIS WIDE COVERAGE MAKES THIS KIT THE MOST POWERFUL DIAGNOSIS
UNIT IN THE MARKET.

Jaltest Kits are classified by sector and coverage.

JALTEST COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
Multibrand Diagnostics equipment aimed for workshops where repair and/or maintenance
services are performed in several types of commercial vehicles such as: Trucks, Buses,
Trailers, Vans, Pick-Ups, Agricultural and special vehicles.

Coverage for Truck, Bus, Trailer, LCV, Pick-Up…

This wide coverage, as well as the additional diagnosis modules (Jaltest INFO, GRP,
ETM, iParts, Troubleshooting) and the possibility of configuring different additional brands
by the workshop, makes the Jaltest Full Commercial kit the industry-leading diagnostic
solution.

Intuitive and quick software interface.

All commercial vehicles standards and protocols are supported including RP1210 and Pass-Thru.

Automatic detection of systems and error codes.

COVERAGE

Troubleshooting by symptoms and errors help.
Integrated technical information, wiring diagrams, technical documents…
Programmed updates and latest developments implementations.
Call-center for technical and product support.
Training & e-learning.
ETM - Electronic Test Module.
iParts - Spare parts information.
GRP - Garage management.
Vehicle Brands Customization
Repair times.
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JALTEST MODULAR KITS

JALTEST MODULAR KITS

JALTEST TRUCK

JALTEST BUS

This unit includes every function available
in Jaltest and it is developed only for trucks.
It is the perfect tool for those workshops
and fleets that only perform repair or
maintenance work on tractor heads or rigid
trucks. The wide range of brands for any
market makes it the benchmark tool in the
sector.

Jaltest diagnosis software ensures the
connection with this kind of vehicles in
an easy and precise way. Thanks to the
different Jaltest modules, as well as to the
possibility of diagnosing by number plate or
chassis number, Jaltest is considered the
best multibrand diagnostic device for the
bus industry.

COVERAGE

COVERAGE

JALTEST TRUCK SELECT

JALTEST LCV

Now Jaltest offers the possibility to access
a custom-made software experience,
choosing only the vehicle brands better
adapted to your business. This version will
ensure every diagnostic task for the brands
selected by the customer.

This software has the ability to perform the
necessary diagnosis functions on any type
of brand from European, American and
Asian markets.

COVERAGE

COVERAGE
JALTEST TRAILER

CUSTOMIZE YOUR MODULAR KIT

Jaltest diagnosis software is the most
advanced solution for the repair and
maintenance of trailers and semitrailers.
Jaltest offers the best coverage, functions
and technical information in the market for
this kind of vehicles.

The modular kits are not exclusive, since
they can be combined depending on the
needs of your business. This way, you will
be able to have a customized diagnosis
tool, combining any of the aforementioned
kits.

COVERAGE
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JALTEST KITS

JALTEST KITS

JALTEST AGV

JALTEST OFF-HIGHWAY

Jaltest is placed as a benchmark in this
market by launching an application with
great advantages and possibilities for an
effective diagnosis on agricultural vehicles.
Following the functions from the other
Jaltest modules, Jaltest completes this
version with a great coverage for brands,
systems and technical information, as well
as with a wide range of cables for direct
connection.

This Jaltest kit has been developed
to perform diagnosis in special and
construction vehicles such as cranes,
excavators, dumpers, stationary engines
or street sweepers and road maintenance
equipment. The wide coverage, the technical
information and the repair help make Jaltest
OHW a reference tool in the sector.

COVERAGE

COVERAGE

JALTEST KITS

OTHER KITS

JALTEST MARINE

JALTEST ASIA

Jaltest Marine is the newest multibrand
diagnosis tool developed by the company
Cojali. The new equipment is aimed at
performing diagnosis and maintenance tasks
in jet skis, outboard and inboard engines.
Same as with the rest of the available
diagnosis kits, Jaltest Marine makes all the
experience of the Jaltest Development and
Technical Assistance departments available
for marine businesses, shipyards, nautical
workshops and specialists in the repair and
maintenance of vessels.

This new tool has been developed with
an specific coverage of industrial vehicle
brands from East Asia. It is ready to meet the
needs of all workshops and fleets from this
area, as well as from other markets where
these brands are sold.

JALTEST CIS
This new tool has been developed with an
specific coverage of industrial vehicle brands
from Eastern Europe and Asia. It is ready to
meet the needs of all workshops and fleets
from this area, as well as from other markets
where these brands are sold.

COVERAGE
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MULTIBRAND DIAGNOSTICS

CIS
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EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
Jaltest Link

All the products of the Jaltest family have been designed to meet the demands and needs
of the workshop mechanics and the most demanding road assistance needs. They are
designed and built to face any extreme work or weather conditions.
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Jaltest AGV Link

JALTEST TOUGHBOOK

WORKSTATION

Our newest model of ruggedized
laptops. Created for vehicle technicians
and workshops specialized in internal
repairs and maintenance, the new Jaltest
Toughbook with Windows 10 Pro is one of
the most compact and lightest semi-rugged
laptops available today. With an exclusive
design that improves resistance, a MIL-STD
810G category certification and a liquidresistant keyboard/touchpad, the Jaltest
Toughbook is your # 1 Jaltest Diagnostics
computer choice.

To keep the tool safely and moving around
the workshop or repairing area, Cojali
has designed an ergonomic Workstation
completely prepared for the diagnosis and
maintenance tasks.

Jaltest OHW Link

Jaltest Marine Link
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UPDATES

EXPERT MODE
AN EXPERT USER IS ONE WHO IS PREPARED TO PERFORM DIAGNOSTIC
TASKS THAT AFFECT THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE VEHICLE.
The diagnostic functions, for which a special qualification is required and where any kind of data or parameter could be modified and
recorded in a specific system, are classified as “Expert Mode” functions:
As examples we find:
· Calibrations of sensors (injectors, vgt, accelerator, etc.).

Each day new vehicles are manufactured all over the world: trucks, buses, trailers, agricultural vehicles,
etc., incorporating new electronic management systems and the latest technological developments.

JALTEST PROGRESSES AND IMPROVES
WITH EACH SOFTWARE UPDATE.

· Setting of the system operation parameters (codificación de inyectores, etc.).

· Setting of the system operation parameters (coding of injectors, etc.).
· Replacement of electronic control units.
· DPF regeneration.
· (...)

SYSTEMS

BRANDS

· Configuration of the vehicle maintenance services.
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SERVICES
TRAINING

SERVICES
COURSES

To perform diagnosis, repair or maintenance tasks, we do not only require mechanical knowledge. Today, new vehicles or new electronic
systems demand a continuous training turning our skills into a great working tool, in order to deal with any kind of vehicle as new as it
may be.
For this reason, Cojali has created an exhaustive training plan, comprising theory and practice on real vehicles. This way, it trains and
prepares the mechanic to face any kind of failure.
This Training Plan is multi-language and it may be taught in Cojali’s training classrooms or in any other centre. Moreover, it has been
designed with an e-learning format to follow the course on-line from any place.

DIAGNOSIS

ELECTRICS

PNEUMATICS

ENGINE MANAGEMENT

GEARBOX

COMFORT SYSTEMS

BRANDS

TRAILER

LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

AGRICULTURAL VEHICLES

JALTEST SPECIALIST

SPECIFIC

It is divided into courses (16 hours) and seminars (8 hours) with different levels of expertise to meet the necessities of the participants.
The contents are updated each year including the last information available developed by Cojali’s own Technical Department.
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SERVICES

SERVICES
CUSTOMER SERVICE
A human team will be at your service to
offer all the information about Jaltest you
may need.
· Updates innovations.
· Updates periods.
· Devices licenses management.
· New products, hardware and software.
· Special offers.
· Invoices and purchase orders.
· Shipping management.

JALTEST DIAGNOSIS CENTRE (JALTEST OFFICIAL SERVICE)
If you have a Jaltest tool, you can be a member:
· JOS workshops will be technologically the most advanced.
· JOS workshops will have the best training.
· Image is essential, they will be provided with a Jaltest corporate image.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

· Workshops could be assisted anywhere by other JOS members.

This kind of support is essential to solve certain failures. Technological developments require the mechanics to update their
knowledge regularly. Cojali offers a specialized support based on the experience of our technicians and the development
of technical information on commercial vehicles.
Jaltest customers trust the specialized technical assistance service every year; this service includes the possibility of
remote assistance connections to solve our customers’ doubts immediately.
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THE CHANCE TO TURN YOUR WORKSHOP INTO A TECHNOLOGICAL CENTRE IS
IN YOUR HANDS.
Learn more about the conditions and become a member.
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JALTEST TELEMATICS

JALTEST TELEMATICS

TELEMATICS, DIAGNOSIS AND FLEET MANAGEMENT,
A SOLUTION FOR EVERYTHING.
Jaltest, the most important diagnosis
brand for industrial vehicles in Europe,
has developed a new project: Jaltest
Telematics, a solution for fleet management
and remote diagnosis, a landmark in the
sector aimed towards truck, trailer, bus or
light vehicle.
Our new telematics software, Jaltest
Optimal Driving Fleet, is a landmark inside
the automotive sector and offers, in an
exclusive way, the possibility to perform
multibrand remote diagnosis for a complete
analysis of the vehicle status.

FLEET
MANAGER

DRIVER

WORKSHOP

LOCATION:

ALARMS:

REPORTS:

• Current Position.
• History.
• Nearest Vehicle.
• My sites.

Triggered alarms:
• Location.
• Covered distance.
• Time interval.
• Speedometer value.
• Diagnosis alarm, error code.
• Values reading alarm.
• Key on Engine off.
• Service Intervals (date/km).
• Moving without trailer EBS.

• Times, Speeds, RPM.
• Trips table.
• Trips diagram.
• Consumption.
• Brake actuations.
• Driver’s Ranking.
• Parameter reading and Trailer data.
• Inertia usage.
• Inputs or sensors installed.
• Use of control cruise.

MESSAGES.

TACHOGRAPH:

DIAGNOSIS:
• Error codes.
• Values.
• Additional Vehicle Reports.
• Access to maintenance systems with
Electronic Control.

SENSORING:
• Wireless: Temperature, humidity, doors
opening.
• Cable: Temperature, humidity, doors
opening.

Remote download of drivers’ reports.

WORKSHOP NOTIFICATIONS:
Workshop invitations for vehicle repair
support.

ORDERS:
Asset tracking (Pending to load, in transit,
at destination…).

MAINTENANCE:
Maintenance tasks to be performed in the
fleet vehicles, and keeping an electronic
record of all operations performed in a
maintenance book.
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J-TDO APP
JALTEST - TRAILER ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS

COJALI. WE MEET ALL YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS.

The J-TDO APP together with high performance hardware, provides users with the possibility to perform remote diagnostics and have
access to measurements, operation and identification data of the trailer manufacturer, in an easy and effective way.

DIAGNOSTIC
EQUIPMENT

DIAGNOSIS / MEASUREMENTS / PRESSURES / MILEAGE
OPERATING DATA / TRAILER IDENTIFICATION
SPARE PARTS

TELEMATICS

TRAINING

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
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TECHNICAL
DATA

BREAKDOWN REPAIR

BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
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